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Abstract: Photons that acquire orbital angular momentum move in a helical path and are observed as
a light ring. During helical motion, if a force is applied perpendicular to the direction of motion, an
additional radial angular momentum is introduced, and alternate dark spots appear on the light ring.
Here, a third, centrifugal angular momentum has been added by twisting the helical path further
according to the three-step hierarchical assembly of helical organic nanowires. Attaining a third
angular momentum is the theoretical limit for a photon. The additional angular momentum converts
the dimensionless photon to a hollow spherical photon condensate with interactive dark regions. A
stream of these photon condensates can interfere like a wave or disintegrate like matter, similar to the
behavior of electrons.

Keywords: light–matter interaction; phase singularity; optical vortex; helical nanowire

Main Text

Vortices are ripples in the homogeneous distribution of fields. They diminish gradually
after giving insights into 4D spacetime in astrophysics [1], form lattices in superconduc-
tors [2], operate algorithms using electromechanical nested rhythms [3], etc. All vortices
dissipate and eventually disappear. Here, we have reshaped vortices of photons [4–10]
into a 3D particle, addressing the problem of their transient existence. Analogous to 3D
objects with spatial dimensions on three orthogonal axes, we have added three angular
momenta along three orthogonal axes of an electromagnetic energy packet to create a 3D
shape of fields. Design optimization of synthetic organic helical nanowires was used to
control the passage of incident photons so that three mutually perpendicular dipolar forces
create a hollow sphere of light by interference [11–15]. These condensate-like photonic
structures interfere like waves and disintegrate into constituent photonic structures; light
structure does break into pieces. Dimensionless photons acquire dimensions and form and
create non-dissipative ripples in spacetime curvature that might be tuned using an applied
electromagnetic signal, such as radio or microwaves. Vortices are known to interfere,
which could be used to build complex structures, including knots of darkness [16–18] and
complex phase structures for quantum computing [19–21], however, the engineering of
optical vortices has been primarily limited to two dimensions [22–25]. Here, an explicit
theory is built and experimentally verified [26] to universally design a 3D matrix of three
interconnected helical nanowires that naturally generates a standalone 3D vortex. The
same design protocol can be used to create system invariant virtual particles of different
fields, from turbulences in the atomic knots [27] to the quantum fluids [28].
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Here, we have transformed a dimensionless photon into a cavity-free standalone vortex
structure under ambient conditions using a light–matter interaction that condenses photons
to acquire a volume, which can be superposed to obtain both wave-like interference and
particle-like disintegration. A 3D template is used where electron density distributes in an
intricate 3D path [22] wherein incident photons experience three orthogonal fields as they
interact with matter. Templates for light–matter interaction have so far been constructed
using only 2D surfaces, with curves having dimensions of the order of wavelength to
reshape waveform using only the reflection of light [23,24]. For the 3D semitransparent
cavity used here, photons do not reflect but refract and transmit through the overlapping
cavity boundaries. In contrast to the surfaces of the existing 2D templates, the entire cavity
is engaged in reshaping the emitted photon. If designed suitably, the emitted photon’s
structure resembles the shape of the template it passes through. The unprecedented
three-mode interactions of photons with three dimensions of matter make possible the
design of a cavity that resembles the expected singularity region of the reshaped photon
post-light–matter interaction.

A phase singularity is neither zero nor an astronomically large value; it is an undefined
entity when the phase gradient varies arbitrarily in space. Adding an angular momentum
requires encoding a phase singularity in the wavefront in a particular direction [11–13].
However, the simultaneous encoding of three-phase singularities in the three perpendic-
ular directions is not known. Light interacts with the electron density distribution of a
material [14] so that the object’s surface morphology modulates the vortices of the emitted
photons and affects the singularity regions [15].

Figure 1A shows a helical nanowire wherein energy would take a spiral path, leaving
a central core similar to an empty space encoded as a phase singularity region when an
incident photon adopts a spiral route during transmission through the helical electron
density distribution path. Projected light is then not a dot with orbital angular momentum
θ; it is a ring of light known as an optical vortex. Figure 1B shows a spiral of a spiral where
the singularity region is a helical tube. Incident photons split into two entangled photon
sources and interfere, creating alternate dark and bright spots on the projected ring of light,
and we obtain a radial angular momentum φ. Figure 1C illustrates the seminal work of
Nye, who demonstrated mathematically that a twisted helix or a helix of a helix could
emit particle-like standalone optical vortices [25] (see Visualization 1). For this reason, we
opted to use a twisted helix, similar to that naturally abundant in microtubules or DNA.
Here, incident photons experience three orthogonal electron density distributions; three
perpendicular forces rotate the optical vortex centrifugally to obtain the third centrifugal
angular momentum ω as a hollow sphere of light. The dark regions on the particle-like
sphere of light are singularity regions; system points move along the borderline between
dark and bright regions as constituents of final optical condensate, represented by a single
wave function Ψ(θ, φ, ω). Face-to-face collision between a pair of vortices generated in
water forms small vortices at the ring perimeter [26]. We have repeated that experiment
here using light vortices to disintegrate the wave function of the entire condensate and
create a ring of light with dark and bright spots. The light condensate is a single particle
that exhibits both interference like a wave and disintegration like a particle.

Since the shape of a cavity or template and cavity-modified photon is similar, we
have used a three-level self-assembly in which molecules first form a spiral structure
with a diameter of ~15–20 nm (Methods, online). The resulting spiral structure then
self-assembles into a larger helix with a diameter of ~120 nm, which finally forms as a
hierarchically structured helix with a diameter of ~12 µm. We have also studied this
reaction environment using computer simulations [28,29]. With increasing numbers of
molecules in the self-assembly simulations, three orthogonal phase transitions occur as
constituent molecular structures bind (Figure 2A, see Visualization 2). Incorporating
such 3D dynamics requires a tensor to express all states Ψ on a spherical optical surface,
Ψ(θ, φ, ω) = CosθSinω + eiφSinθCosω. A plot of this function has the form of a triplet
of teardrops oriented on 120◦ solid angular planes (Figure 2B, right). The optical surface
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is the phase surface. We insert a pair of electrodes into the reaction vessel to measure
signals during the three phase transitions. The connected spectrum analyzer shows
a triplet of resonance frequencies. To estimate the dimensions of the self-assembled
structures as they evolve through the three transmission modes, we focused a camera on
the reaction vessel to detect diffracted nano-micro-particles at nucleation centers as the
precursor solution cooled. Simultaneously, a polarized He-Ne laser (beam cross-section:
1 mm2) was transmitted through the nucleation centers and projected on a screen, where
a projection camera captured the sequence of events. First, birefringence—or a pair of
light spots—is observed above ~10 nm particle size [30] (Figure S2), then fast flashing of
light spheres occurs for 0.01 s, followed by the appearance of an interference pattern of
parallel beams. This is the first optical vortex based on an orbital angular momentum.
Subsequently, the initially formed vortex disappears, with no transmission visible at the
projection screen, and no diffused particles are detected in the reaction vessel camera.
We refer to this dark state as a metastable state. Following this state, particles reappear
and converge, and we observe photons with a radial angular momentum. A second sub-
sequent metastable state is followed finally by forming the third condensate, consisting
of a sphere of light. From scanning electron micrographs (SEM), we match the size of
objects generating light diffraction to assess the most probable appearance of nanowire
assemblies that generate photon structures with one, two, or three angular momenta
(see Visualization 3 and its description (Text S4 online. Visualization 3)).
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Figure 1. A generic engineering principle to synthesize optical structures having three angular
momenta. The transition from (A) a scalar vortex (θ) to (B) a vector vortex (θ, φ) then to (C) a tensor
vortex or a 3D optical sphere Ψ(θ, φ, ω) is depicted. In each panel, the top row shows vortices
projected on a screen, the middle row indicates the photon transmission pathway, and the bottom
row shows the electron density distribution path in a template that regulates light-matter interaction
to generate a particular vortex shape. Three complex functions describe the 1D, 2D, and 3D optical
vortices. In panel (C) (lower part), a black dot on the helix indicates the added periodicity in the
electron density distribution to create the helix of a helix described by Nye [25].

Since the cavity shape for light–matter interaction and a reshaped photon with three
angular momenta are similar, both emitted photon condensate and organic condensate
responsible for its formation have the same energy expression or Hamiltonian H. Four
light–matter interactions dominate refraction and transmission in a twisted helix to ren-
der volume to a photon by adding a third angular momentum. Synthesis of self-similar
helical-symmetry-based superstructures have been grown spontaneously using self-
assembly from the nano-scale to the visible scale [31]. The organic twisted helix structure
that generates photon condensate was recreated in a Computer Science and Technology
(CST) simulator. Four key features were noted and included in H = H1 + H2 + H3 + H4
(Figure S1a,b, Text S1A). An electromagnetic field flowing in a loop on the helix with mul-
tiple parallel pathways of electron density loops maintaining an energy gap. Quantized
flux exchanges between the loops, where each loop acts as a distinct energy level (H1). H1
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regulates the refraction of photons. The orientations of helical nanowires in three layers
grown from a triplet of precursor molecules are directed in different directions, leading
to the anisotropy of energy flow in transmission (H2). Refracted and transmitted parts
governed by geometric parameters of the twisted helix, length, pitch, diameter, and lattice
area act as two distinct coherent sources, which interfere and generate a 3D vortex (H3).
The additional twist in the coil, which Nye has proposed would generate free 2D light
structures, is implemented here by using an organic structure containing screw and edge
dislocations [25] and eventually governs the shape of singularity regions (H4, Figure S1c).
The function Γi(r, t) = 3 ∑i cosxi + 4 ∏i cosxi includes three periodic variations of electron
density of states along three orthogonal axes, which could have at most 12 singularity
regions on the hollow sphere (Figure S1b). Complex singularity regions have already
been realized using femtosecond pulses [32]. For θ, a photon’s azimuthal angular mo-
mentum is l}; for φ, its radial angular momentum is p}; for ω, centrifugal angular
momentum is o}; here, (l, p, o) are topological charges. Since all twelve values on a sphere
follow −π ≤ Γi(r, t) ≤ +π, the third angular momentum of the largest dark region is
~0.2π} kg m2/sec. This suggests a complex knot structure [33].
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Figure 2. Triplet resonance bands drive molecular self-assembly suitable for three angular mo-
menta of a photon. (A) Density of states of the single, double, and triple molecular precursors
(IUPAC Name (S) −Phenyl-hexadecanoylamino-acetic acid methyl ester) are plotted as a function
of energy (THz) as molecular dynamics simulation runs in a potential box (see Visualization 2).
Resonance frequencies are the highest−energy density peaks derived at HOMO and LUMO levels.
The band for interacting with available free thermal noise (5−6 THz) is highlighted in orange. Three
arrows indicate HOMO + 1, HOMO + 2, and HOMO + 3 from the kT band. (B) Screenshot depicts a
naturally forming helical triplet from Visualization 2 (left). From this structure, higher−order triplet
self-assembly is observed on the micrometer to millimeter scale (immediate right). At most right,
function CosθCosω + iejφSinθSinω is plotted for three variables θ, φ, ω. Three loops are at 120◦ solid
angles and symmetrically oriented in a virtual 3D sphere. (C) Spectrum analyzer measures transmis-
sion coefficients (S21−S12) in situ across the helical nanowire superstructure. (D) Two time profiles of
pure light diffracted (top) and reflected, transmitted, and refracted by growing structure as precursor
molecules form 1D nanowire to helically twisted structures. Live visualization of four distinct phase
transitions and metastable states as observed using the reaction vessel camera (top, Visualization 3)
and optical vortex condensate formation observed using the projection camera (bottom, Visualization
4). The actual size of optical structures is 5 µm × 5 µm in the beaker, and when they are magnified
using a lens and projected on a wall and presented here, they are 10 cm × 10 cm (each window size
of Figure 2D).

We rotated the reaction vessel in which helical nanowires form and reorganize, counted
the dark or singularity regions on the light sphere, and estimated their shapes (Figure 3A).
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On the projected hollow light sphere, there exist either polygons, whose vertices are
composed of a framework of light columns or circular dark regions whose perimeters are
composed of light rings. Two parts, the front and back of the light structure, are detected
separately; taken together, we confirm that it is a standalone structure (Figure 3B top). Three
time profiles of magnetic flux variations on the projected vortex along three orthogonal
directions of its posterior reveal streams of spherical pulses (Figure 3B bottom). Thus,
the gel produces a linear chain of free optical structures under ambient conditions. We
repeatedly dissolved the gel superstructure by heating it at 75 ◦C, cooled it to reform,
and observed the number of dark regions, n, their areas, and the average distances 〈x〉
between regional centers (see Visualization 4, Figure 3C, Text S1 B). This process was
repeated exhaustively for different gels, revealing that the geometric arrangements of dark
regions on the light sphere are not random but are specific to gel precursor molecules
(Table S1). The n vs. pitch/diameter plot for helical nanowires shows that the dark
regions of 3D light structures are linked to the structural symmetry of the helical nanowire
assembly (Figure 3D). We also used mirrors to reflect the optical superstructure with the
gel-containing reaction vessel fixed; each dark region is the constituent photon’s phase
sphere (Figure 3D). Incident photons interact with the characteristic length, pitch, and
diameter of the hierarchical nanowire network, and the resulting dark regions map Bloch
spheres connected by geometric shapes. Table S1 (Text S2) shows the 3D assembly of Bloch
spheres or topology of multiple vortices representing each gel [34].
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Figure 3. Confirmation of particle-like 3D morphology of the optical vortex condensate. (A) Varia-
tion in the vortex shape observed using the projection camera, as helical nanowire assembly is rotated
by rotating the vessel. White dot placed at a selected light loop on the sphere confirms its return
to origin following a 360◦ rotation (see Visualization 4). (B) Optical vortex condensate is projected
on a screen 7 m distant (top), in order to measure positional values (x,y,z) and its corresponding
magnetic flux values (red, green, yellow) in microtesla (bottom). The scanner is moved periodically
back and forth across the structure, and the magnetic flux values capture five periods. Extent of a
single period is indicated by the arrow. (C) Ratio of pitch and diameter for six gels with the number
of dark domains on the sphere. (D) Vortex images captured by rotating sample and mirror reflection
separately to eliminate the possibility that the 3D vortex is the half-sphere of a Gaussian wave packet.
360◦ rotation of the sphere regenerates the same pattern in input and output. 3D assembly of Bloch
spheres shown adjacent to a rotational phase hologram is an invariant 3D sphere networks formed
by theoretically simulating the holographic laser projection from H. Geometrically connected Bloch
spheres measures phase on the surface of a host Bloch sphere. The actual size of optical structures is
5 µm × 5 µm in the beaker, and when they are magnified using a lens and projected on a wall and
presented here, they are 10 cm × 10 cm (each window size of all panels).
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To provide further evidence that the sphere of light is a unit photon structure with
three angular momenta, we passed two entangled photons at 90◦ out-of-phase through
two gel solutions (see Figure 4A,B). The two gels emit two optical superstructures as vortex
spheres. We interfered the optical spheres at a beam splitter junction by two methods:
first at 45◦, then by orienting the splitter further by 90◦. A Canada balsam layer joins the
two parts of the beam splitter. Here, the layer thickness was adjusted to the He-Ne laser
wavelength to split the photon into two parts, one reflected and the other transmitted due
to evanescent wave coupling as frustrated total internal reflection (FTIR). We could select
whether vortex spheres superpose at the junction on the same or opposite side during
interference. In the first protocol, two spherical vortices pass through one common part of
the beam splitter and interfere at the junction surface. Since two vortex spheres do not cross
the junction, this is a reflection mode superposition (Figure 4A). Second, two vortices enter
from two sides of the beam splitter and arrive at the same point inside the Canada balsam
junction. Since the vortex spheres must cross the junction for interference, we achieve
transmission mode superposition (Figure 4B). Due to FTIR, these two interferences use
different energy regions of the same vortex sphere.
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Figure 4. Wave-particle duality of the photon condensate or optical 3D sphere. In panels (A,B), an
interferometer where He-Ne laser source S is split into two entangled components by a beam splitter
(two β-Barium Borate or BBO crystals fixed together) was used. Two 90◦ out-of-phase polarizers
filter out two different parts, which pass through different gel solutions GA and GB, generating two
vortices with +ω and −ω parts (green clockwise, red counter-clockwise), interfered at the beam
splitter BS acting as interferometer I. For Panel (A), the output is taken as an interference pattern,
and for panel (B), the output is taken as a 2D vortex. The only difference between the experimental
setup for panel (A) and panel (B) is the orientation of the junction of the two parts of the beam
splitter assigned as interferometer I. The actual size of optical structures is 5 µm × 5 µm in the
beaker, and when they are magnified using a lens and projected on a wall and presented here, they
are 10 cm × 10 cm (each window size all panels).

In reflection mode, both spheres arrive at the same side of the splitter and interfere.
A wave-like interference is observed with parallel grids of constructive and destructive
interference visible (Figure 4A). However, when both beams of Ψ(θ, φ, ω)—namely, A
(θ, φ, ω) and B (θ, φ,−ω)—arrive at the same point following the transmission mode
through the different sides of a beam splitter, then one of the angular momenta is eliminated
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and the output returns as the optical vortex beam (A + B = Ψ(θ, φ); Figure 4B). Therefore,
we can derive a photon with two angular momenta from a photon having three angular
momenta. Disintegrating 3D photons into 2D photon-fragments is quite similar to the
collision of water ripples [26]. It is a new type of wave–particle duality. To create A and B,
the entangled photons are made 90◦ out-of-phase using paired BBO crystals before being
made incident on the gel solution. Polarization of photons does not affect scalar and vector
angular momenta. However, it changes the direction of the twist of twists, i.e., the tensor
angular momentum ω, resulting in two spherical vortices or photon condensates, ω and
−ω. Since the twist of a twist effect resulting in ±ω is canceled, one of the three emitted
vortices is observed as a vector vortex beam φ. It is possible to fine-tune the collapsed 2D
vortices obtained by colliding the optical spheres. We can then select and edit one of the
twelve topological quantum states, each with a distinct clocking direction embedded in the
optical sphere, using Γi(r, t).

Using the third angular momentum, one can reshape the photon’s waveform into
a standalone structure. By tuning the light sphere or ellipsoid’s diameter or distance
between two endpoints at which the intensity of the waveform becomes zero, it is possible
to precisely regulate the pressure exerted by a 3D photon stream. Furthermore, by adjusting
the singularity area, particles might be encapsulated in the hollow sphere for transportation.
Mass transport using light could be possible in the future using 3D optical structures. The
free particle-like complex photon structure derived by Nye is used here to create a template
for light–matter interaction [25]. However, using that unique light–matter interaction,
the existing idea of using a 2D template that reflects a photon is replaced here by a 3D
template that refracts and transmits a look-alike photon. Introduction to 3D-template-
based engineering of light would open the door to more complex structures of light that
could memorize codes to instruct and operate machines at a remote distance and build
circuit-less, algorithm-free computers [35]. One of the most important outcomes of the
3D template engineering is the use of birefringence, which generates entangled photons
in a hydrogen-bonded nanowire-made cavity that vibrates to condense photons into an
integrated form. Entangled photons are fused to create a single photon structure; this is
the basic engineering for organic-gel-based quantum computers, quantum cryptography,
reverse engineering of polyatomic time crystals [36], brain inspired computing [37], etc.
Therein, geometric shapes made of coupled quantum states or Bloch spheres are editable
in a particle-like photonic structure whose shape would be fairly similar to the cavity that
the photon encounters. Therefore, one would design templates, and the resultant photon
structure would look like the template.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https://
www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/sym15010158/s1. S1. Materials and Methods; A. Preparation of
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helical nanowire; 2.2. Optical interaction with the helical nanowire: 2.3. Measuring third angular
momentum for seventeen gels: S3. Supplementary Figures; Figure S1. Hamiltonian for gel’s light–
matter interaction; Figure S2. Birefringence of a helical nanowire. Table S1; Nested Bloch spheres
or Hilbert spaces for six organic gel precursors. S4. Four visualization descriptions; Visualization 1:
Basic concept for third angular momentum, Visualization 2: Molecular dynamics of gel precursors.
Visualization 3: Four phase transitions for vortex condensate, Visualization 4: Statistical database of
repeated experiments. S5. References [38–58].
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